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Abstract

Recent experiments systematically explore rock friction under crustal earthquake conditions (slip velocity V [?] 1 m/s and

normal stress (5 < σ < 50 MPa), revealing that faults undergo abrupt dynamic weakening. Processes related to heating and

weakening of fault surface asperities, plastic yielding or frictional melting have been invoked to explain pronounced velocity

weakening. Both asperity temperature T a and background temperature T of the slip zone evolve significantly during high

velocity slip due to heat sources (frictional work), heat sinks (e.g. latent heat of decomposition processes) and diffusion. Tracking

the evolution of T accurately in a numerical scheme can be quite costly. Therefore we propose an accurate and parsimonious

scheme for the solution of temperature, resulting in a compact formula with a small number of memory variables. This can

allow the efficient integration of T in dynamic models of rupture on an extended fault. Using T as a state variable, we seek

appropriate frictional forms for use in seismic dynamic rupture models. We test the compatibility of thermal weakening models

with carefully calibrated High Velocity Rotary Friction experiments. (1) Models of friction based only on T in an extremely

simplified, Arrhenius-like thermal dependence, reproduce the gross features of the frictional weakening. (2) A flash heating law

which accounts for evolution of both V and T, including heat sinks in the thermal balance. The presence of dissipative heat

sinks significantly affects the diffusion solution for T and reflect on the friction, allowing a better fit of the strength recovery

observed in the experiments.
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Key Points:8

• We model the weakening and restrengthening observed in high-velocity friction exper-9

iments. Robustness of frictional fit is tested by using the same parameter set under dif-10

ferent conditions of normal stress and slip velocity.11

• Both heat source (friction), heat sinks (decomposition reactions), and thermal depen-12

dence of diffusivity and heat capacity are included in the temperature computation.13

• We show that thermal dependence of diffusivity and heat capacity can have a large ef-14

fect on temperature and friction during co-seismic slip.15

• The effects of thermal dependence on friction can be approximately emulated in a model16

with constant parameters by tuning the energy sinks, if computational efficiency is key17

• To compute temperature in this type of problem, we compare the efficiency of three dif-18

ferent numerical solutions (Finite differences, wavenumber summation, and discrete sum-19

mation of the integral solution).20

Corresponding author: Stefan Nielsen, stefan.nielsen@durham.ac.uk
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Abstract21

Recent experiments systematically explore rock friction under crustal earthquake conditions22

revealing that faults undergo abrupt dynamic weakening. Processes related to heating and weak-23

ening of fault surface have been invoked to explain pronounced velocity weakening. Both con-24

tact asperity temperature Ta and background temperature T of the slip zone evolve significantly25

during high velocity slip due to heat sources (frictional work), heat sinks (e.g. latent heat of26

decomposition processes) and diffusion. Using carefully calibrated High Velocity Rotary Fric-27

tion experiments, we test the compatibility of thermal weakening models: (1) a model of fric-28

tion based only on T in an extremely simplified, Arrhenius-like thermal dependence; (2) a flash29

heating model which accounts for evolution of both V and T ; (3) same but including heat sinks30

in the thermal balance; (4) same but including the thermal dependence of diffusivity and heat31

capacity. All models reflect the experimental results but model (1) results in unrealistically low32

temperatures and models (2) reproduces the restrengthening phase only by modifying the pa-33

rameters for each experimental condition. The presence of dissipative heat sinks in (3) sig-34

nificantly affects T and reflects on the friction, allowing a better joint fit of the initial weak-35

ening and final strength recovery across a range of experiments. Temperature is significantly36

altered by thermal dependence of (4). However, similar results can be obtained by (3) and (4)37

by adjusting the energy sinks. To compute temperature in this type of problem we compare38

the efficiency of three different numerical solutions (Finite differences, wavenumber summa-39

tion, and discrete integral).40

Plain Language Summary41

During earthquakes, fast slip on the fault generates large amounts of localized heat. The42

consequent temperature rise has been proposed as one main cause of abrupt frictional weak-43

ening, concomitant with decomposition reactions, which act as heat sinks, partially buffering44

the temperature rise. Here we test models of thermal weakening by computing the tempera-45

ture evolution and the temperature-dependent friction, showing the importance of accounting46

for heat sources, heat sinks and local variation of rock properties due to rising temperatures.47

1 Introduction48

Well-studied Dieterich-Ruina rate-and-state laws (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983; Marone,49

1998) describe accurately the friction under slow, aseismic creep. However, it has been long50

recognized in models of earthquake rupture that it is necessary to account for the presence of51
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more radical dynamic weakening at high slip velocity. In a few cases, it has been possible to52

constrain some aspects of co-seismic sliding friction: absolute stress level was obtained us-53

ing rake rotation of slip during the Kobe, 1995 earthquake (Spudich, 1998), or the rotation of54

focal mechanisms in small earthquakes before and after the main rupture of Tohoku, 2011 earth-55

quake (Hasegawa et al., 2011); both cases indicated that the sliding friction must have been56

extremely low. In addition, a very low temperature increase was measured months after the57

Tohoku earthquake in a borhole across the fault, again compatible with low co-seismic slid-58

ing friction (Fulton et al., 2013). Finally, a weakening distance of ≈1.5–1.7 m was estimated59

using strong-motion records containing mach waves from the Denali, 2002 and the Izmit, 199960

earthquakes (Cruz-Atienza & Olsen, 2010). In spite of such rare highlights, dynamic weak-61

ening remains difficult to quantify based on seismological earthquake data. Hence a number62

of laws with enhanced velocity-weakening have been implemented in models of seismic fault63

rupture (Zheng & Rice, 1998; Nielsen & Madariaga, 2003; Noda et al., 2009), relying mostly64

on theoretical arguments (Archard, 1959; J. R. Rice, 2006; Rempel & Rice, 2006; Rempel &65

Weaver, 2008; Beeler et al., 2008; Nielsen et al., 2008; Noda et al., 2009, and references therein).66

On the other hand, an increasing number of well-constrained observations are being ob-67

tained in laboratory experiments performed under close to co-seismic conditions. Yuan and68

Prakash (2008, 2012) used an impact bar to load impulsively a frictional slip surface under69

extreme conditions of slip rate (tens of meters per second) and normal stress (hundreds of Mega70

Pascals) while measuring the shear resistance to slip; they found an abrupt weakening occur-71

ring over extremly short slip distances (< 1µm) and times (< 1µs). Intermediate, more seismic-72

like conditions were studied (0.5-6.5 m/s, 1-50 MPa) using rotary shear machines (Tsutsumi73

& Shimamoto, 1997; Di Toro et al., 2004; Hirose & Shimamoto, 2005; Di Toro et al., 2006;74

Han et al., 2007; Mizoguchi et al., 2007; Fondriest et al., 2013; Sone & Shimamoto, 2009; Vi-75

olay et al., 2013, 2015) also resulting in pronounced weakening; however, in the latter exper-76

iments the measured weakening distances were much longer (of the order of tens of centime-77

ters to several meters).78

In the case of frictional melting the role of temperature and frictional power in the weak-79

ening were directly modeled, and it was shown that the weakening was accelerated under larger80

normal stress and slip velocity (Nielsen et al., 2010a). Theoretical arguments (Nielsen et al.,81

2008) predicted that the final, steady-state friction level depended on normal stress to a power82

1/4, which was later confirmed by accurate experiments (Violay et al., 2014). The center of83

the molten layer can reach peak temperatures well above those of melting temperatures of the84
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rock-constituent minerals (overheating), creating an ultra-thin, ultra-low viscosity slip layer whose85

lubricant effect is all the more efficient when slip rate and normal stress are elevated. How-86

ever previous modelling of frictional melt during the transient weakening (Nielsen et al., 2010a)87

relies on a complex, explicit numerical model; in addition, the model considers cases where88

melting is observed (in silica-built rocks) but not the cases where no melting occurs –e.g., car-89

bonate rocks, (Han et al., 2007; Violay et al., 2013a)– although, there too, considerable weak-90

ening takes place. Thermal pressurization of fluids confined to a narrow fault zone has also91

been invoked as a cause for profound weakening in natural faults (Rempel & Rice, 2006; J. R. Rice,92

2006). Such mechanism may take place in fluid-saturated, relatively low permeability fault zones,93

and modelling shows that it can be compatible with the estimates of fracture energy from nat-94

ural earthquakes (J. R. Rice, 2006; Viesca & Garagash, 2015). In a few cases, high-velocity95

experiments were conducted with fluids under drained and undrained conditions, on bare rock96

samples with no gouge, showing the onset of thermal pressurization only in the later phases97

of slip where friction was already low (Violay et al., 2013, 2011, 2013a, 2015). However it98

is observed in most high-velocity friction experiments that extremely fast, efficient weaken-99

ing takes place on natural rocks even in the absence of fluids.100

Drawing on early studies of flash heating of asperities in metal friction (Archard, 1959),101

Rice (J. Rice, 1999; J. R. Rice, 2006) introduced a model for rock friction at high slip rates102

where temperature rise is implicit and the asperities weakening is essentially related to slip103

velocity; such flash-weakening model was subsequently discussed by Beeler et al. (2008) and104

Rempel and Weaver (2008). These works were followed by a rapidly developing body of stud-105

ies on thermal weakening during fast slip, from either experimental tests on specific litholo-106

gies –e.g. serpentine (Proctor et al., 2014), illite and quartz gouge (Yao et al., 2016)– or the-107

oretical modelling perspectives –e.g. thermal pressurization (Brantut & Platt, 2017), flash weak-108

ening (Brantut & Viesca, 2017).109

It has been claimed that slip acceleration (Chang et al., 2012) plays a fundamental role110

in dynamic friction reduction; however, combined high slip velocity and high normal stress,111

producing high frictional power, appear to be the key requirements to induce pronounced weak-112

ening (Di Toro et al., 2011) independently of the imposed acceleration. In fact one direct con-113

sequence of elevated frictional power is to induce an elevated and localized temperature growth114

on the slip surface and its immediate vicinity; accordingly high temperature has been indicated115

as a likely cause of dynamic frictional weakening. On the other hand, the direct effect of tem-116

perature on the weakening may be questioned. Experiments conducted on preheated samples117
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of dolerite (Noda et al., 2011) with the use of a furnace, and on Westerly granite, India gab-118

bro and quartzite (Noda et al., 2011; Passelègue et al., 2014), reveal a correlation between weak-119

ening and temperature, independently of slip velocity, although the weakening is relatively mod-120

est. Frictional weakening of pre-heated olivine samples at slow slip rates is even more mod-121

est (King & Marone, 2012). We shall discuss these results here in terms of localized versus122

background temperature changes.123

Here we discuss aspects of frictional contact and the effects of heating under high-velocity124

sliding. We define a model based on the flash-weakening formalism discussed above (Archard,125

1959; J. Rice, 1999; J. R. Rice, 2006; Beeler et al., 2008; Rempel & Weaver, 2008), and ex-126

tend it to include the effect of frictional heating on the background temperature, thermal dif-127

fusion, and the presence of heat sinks due to decomposition or melting. We propose an ex-128

tension to account for the onset of frictional melting and shortening. We indicate a parsimo-129

nious numerical scheme for the temperature update. Assumptions and approximations are used130

in order to obtain a sufficiently elementary and uncomplicated model for practical use as a fric-131

tion law in earthquake slip models, while retaining the essential behavior observed during rock132

test experiments under coseismic conditions.133

Temperature evolution is important in the weakening behaviour, but its accurate numer-134

ical evaluation can be costly and inefficient over an extended number of time steps. Such cost135

may become prohibitive when the temperature needs to be evaluated at many different points136

in an extended fault model. Here we test three different temperature computation schemes, and137

compare the efficiency and the flexibility of each (see Appendix 1). First, the temperature re-138

sulting from an imposed boundary flow can be written as an analytical integral, which can be139

directly discretized and solved numerically. This is of easy implementation, but by far the less140

efficient solution, and it does not allow to include variations of the parameters in time or in141

space. Second, a spatial Fourier transform of the diffusion equation can be written, and a dis-142

crete wavenumber version (Noda & Lapusta, 2010) can be solved numerically with a small143

number of memory variables which are updated at each iteration. Accuracy within a few per-144

cent can be achieved with a small number of memory variables (16 or less), and can be aug-145

mented to an arbitrary level by increasing the number of memory variables. The scheme is eas-146

ily implemented in any programming language and can be integrated in existing numerical codes.147

It is far more efficient than the direct summation, but in this method, too, it is not easy to in-148

clude parameter variability in time and space. Finally, we implement the classic finite differ-149

ence method with a Crank-Nicolson scheme, with a grid of explicit nodes in space ant time.150
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In conditions of frictional heating, this method to solve for temperature diffusion is the most151

flexible and can achieve equal accuracy in less time than the two other methods, if correctly152

configured (although slightly more costly in terms of memory than the wavenumber method).153

In addition, it allows to include a moving boundary to solve the Stefan problem (Nielsen et154

al., 2010a) in the presence of melting, and allowing to introduce spatial and time variations155

in the parameters, as illustrated in section 6.156

The models are calibrated and tested against a number of selected rotary shear, high-velocity157

experiments performed on the SHIVA machine hosted at Isituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vul-158

canologia, Roma. We used hollow cylindrical samples of 30/50 mm inner/outer diameter, re-159

spectively, machined from gabbro (as a representative of silicate-built rocks) and Carrara mar-160

ble (as a representative of cabonate-built rocks). The experimental conditions cover the range161

from 10–30 MPa in normal stress and from 1–6.5 m/s in slip velocity.162

2 Heat sources and sinks163

The frictional work released per unit time (power) per unit area on the sliding interface

is

q f = τ(t)V (t) (1)

where V is the slip rate and τ a macroscopic average of the shear stress. Frictional work is164

responsible for temperature rise, but it is in part dissipated by thermal diffusion and in part165

by other endothermal processes (latent heat for melting, decomposition, heat removal by fluid166

mass escape from the interface, surface energy involved in comminution, etc.). The latter pro-167

cesses are known to act as a buffer which inhibits the continuous rise of temperature; we ar-168

gue that they have a significant effect on the background temperature and friction.169

Assuming that the frictional heat rate from (1) takes place on the fault surface (or within

a principal slip zone of negligible thickness) at z= 0 and propagates away from the fault sur-

face, we may write the one-dimensional thermal diffusion equation

∂tT =κ∂
2
z T +

δ(z) q
ρ c

(2)

where δ(z) is the Dirac delta function, ρ is mass density, and c heat capacity. The net heat source

q can be described as the difference between frictional heating q f and the sinks qs:

q(t) =1/2(τ(t) V (t)−qs(T (t))) (3)

–6–
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where the 1/2 factor indicates that the available heat will propagate on both sides of the fault.

Finally, the shear stress τ arises from the sliding friction, which is arguably a function of slid-

ing rate V , temperature T , and any number of state variables:

τ(t) = f (V, T, . . .) (4)

We delay to section (5) the discussion of particular forms of (4) including thermal dependence,170

and their compatibility with observed experiments of high velocity friction, and discuss here171

the nature of possible heat sinks.172

The temperature-limiting effect of thermal decomposition has been modeled explicitly173

in the case of carbonatic rocks (Sulem & Famin, 2009), gypsum (Brantut et al., 2010) and dolomite174

with application to the emplacement of a giant landslide (Mitchell et al., 2015). Generally the175

kinetics of a reaction is accelerated exponentially with temperature (Arrhenius kinetics), as a176

consequence the rate of latent heat loss should increase likewise. In the case of experiments177

performed in the open air or in a water-filled vessel there is an additional heat loss (Newton’s178

law of cooling, generally considered as proportional to temperature difference between a body179

and the surrounding fluid), which is enhanced by the presence of fluid convection (Violay et180

al., 2013; Acosta et al., 2018).181

On the other hand, if thermal dependence of diffusivity and heat capacity is considered,182

an increase in temperature can result in a decrease in thermal conductivity (Merriman et al.,183

2018). This will increase the insulating property of the rock (at least locally in the rock layer184

where temperature rise is substantive) inducing a feedback which enhances the temperature185

rise. This effect can then counteract the action of the heat sinks. This competition between186

the two mechanisms is further investigated in section (6).187

Heat loss due to constant flow rate of cooling fluid may be approximated as qs =ψ (T−188

Ti) per unit time, assuming that fluid enters the interface at Ti (ambient rock temperature) and189

exits at temperature T (background interface temperature); ψ is the heat capacity of the fluid190

times its flow rate (per unit area). Heat loss due to decomposition processes will be represented191

by an exponential Arrhenius law of the form (Sulem & Famin, 2009):192

qs = α(1−n)hρLA exp
(
− Ea

RT

)
(5)

Here h is the thickness of the zone affected by the decomposition, (1−n) is the remaining

proportion of (unreacted) material (in first approximation 1−n≈ 1) and R= 8.31 J K−1mol−1.

–7–
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Note that in eq. (5) T is absolute temperature, but in the following sections T is the excess

above initial temperature. In the example of decarbonation of pure calcite, indicative litera-

ture values (Sulem & Famin, 2009) are Ea = 319 103 J/mol, A= 2.95 1015 s−1, L= 3190 103 J/kg,

for activation energy, pre-exponential factor and latent heat, respectively, ρ = 3000 kg m−3

and R = 8.31. Defining Cs = (1−n) h ρ L A and Ts = Ea/R, we may re/write the heat loss

as

qs =Cs exp(Ts/(T +Ti)) (6)

We note that the term qs(T (t)) in equation (3) implicitly describes heat sinks that are193

distributed over a finite thickness h. Distributed heat sinks can be explicitly included using the194

values of temperature and temperature gradient away from the sliding surface which are de-195

rived in equations (29-28). However here for simplicity we will assume that the temperature196

over h can be equated to that of the sliding surface T = T (z = 0), and that h is constant; a197

similar approximation was also used in Mitchell et al. (2015).198

In the case of frictional melt, the latent heat and melt extrusion have been taken into ac-199

count explicitly to model temperature evolution and to describe frictional behavior in both steady-200

state (Nielsen et al., 2008) and transient conditions (Nielsen et al., 2010a). In the case of per-201

vasive melting, it is necessary to solve the Stefan problem with an added term of mass trans-202

port in (2), a case also discussed further in section 6.1 and in Appendix.203

3 Nature of the frictional interface204

3.1 Real and nominal contact area205

Shear and normal stress across the sliding interface are supported by local asperities whose206

real contact area Ar represents only a small fraction α of the nominal area An. During slip,207

asperity contacts coalesce, deform and disappear forming a distribution at various stages of208

evolution and under continuous renewal. Because rock constitutive minerals yield under a few209

percent of strain, within each asperity the shear stress reaches the yield point early during its210

contact lifetime.211

After yielding each asperity deforms under either brittle failure or creep, possibly at very

high strain rate; however it cannot support a stress value much in excess of the yield value,

lest yielding would propagate from the asperity into the supporting substrate thus keeping the

stress value bounded. Hence the majority of asperities is close to the yield shear stress τy which

–8–
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Figure 1. Schematic temperature distribution in the slip zone. (a) Slow velocity: the heat diffuses beyond

the asperity size during the lifetime of a contact, temperature rise is homogeneous within H. The temperature

Tb is evenly distributed, so that weakening is compensated by the growth of contact area. High velocity: (b)

the asperity udergoes a local, transient temperature rise ∆T which diffuses within a limited thickness h during

the short contact lifetime; on timescales of multiple contacts the heat diffuses throughout thickenss H and

background interface temperature rises to Tb. Temperature is unevenly distributed; the weakening due to

highly localized temperature Tb + ∆T surpasses the friction increase due to the growth of contact area under

an average interface temperature Tb. (c) A pervasive layer of overheated, lubricant material has formed with

peak temperature Tb +∆T within the layer and weakening is efficient.
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can be considered as an average asperity value. The bulk frictional force resisting slip can be

written as F = Ar τy which, normalized by An, yields the bulk frictional stress:

τ = ατy. (7)

α results from the ratio of applied normal stress σn to indentation hardness σc (or penetration

hardness according to (Persson, 2000), Chapter 5.1) such that

α = σn/σc (8)

but in any case α≤ 1 so that we may write α = Min[1, σn/σc].212

We remark that both indentation hardness (Atkins & Tabor, 1965; Hirth & Kohlstedt,213

2004; King & Marone, 2012) and yield shear stress (Weidner et al., 1994; Raterron et al., 2004)214

are observed to have a strong negative temperature dependence. Accordingly, an increasing215

temperature induces a decrease in τy but an increase in α –see also discussion in (Hirth & Beeler,216

2015, and references therein). An increase in the area of asperity contact has been documented,217

for example, in olivine under slow slip velocity (King & Marone, 2012). Since the thermal218

weakening and contact area increase have antagonistic effects, the temperature dependence of219

bulk friction τ is not trivial to predict. In fact experiments performed under slow slip veloc-220

ity do not show a systematic or pronounced frictional drop with temperature (Noda et al., 2009;221

King & Marone, 2012).222

However under high slip velocity a pronounced weakening is observed in correspondence223

of the temperature rise at the interface. First, we shall propose how to reconcile these two con-224

flicting observations based on the role of slip velocity and temperature localization. Then we225

shall proceed to the computation of the bulk frictional resistance of the interface based on lo-226

cal, temperature-dependent rheology.227

In case that a pervasive lubricant layer develops and fills continuously the space between228

the asperity contacts (for example a pervasive melt layer, (Nielsen et al., 2010)) and supports229

the bulk of shear and normal stress, the temperature effect on α is buffered as we may con-230

sider α≈ 1. At this point τy = τ is the viscous shear stress supported by the lubricant layer231

within a principal slip zone (PSZ), and resistance to sliding is due to the viscous shear of a232

thin melt layer. Though the heating is not localized at the asperity contacts, it is still local-233

ized and concentrated within a thin shear layer provided that slip is brief enough (earthquake-234

like duration, typically seconds) that heat diffusion away from th PSZ is reduced (close to adi-235

abatic conditions). In a different context (no melting) Cornelio et al. (2019, 2020) have shown236

–10–
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how viscous fluids permeating natural rock samples affect frictional weakening at high slip237

velocity by activating elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication.238

3.2 Shear thickness and shear rate239

Observations on paleoseismic faults which were active at epicentral depths (≈10 km, (Di240

Toro et al., 2005)) show that slip often localizes within a PSZ of limited thickness (of the or-241

der of 100 µm or less). Active or fossil faults at moderate depths also often exhibit localized242

principal slip zones within a wider fault core (Sibson, 2003; Otsuki et al., 2003; J. R. Rice,243

2006; De Paola et al., 2008; Collettini et al., 2011, and references therein).244

Finally, laboratory experiments conducted under high stress and velocity also report the245

development of extremely thin PSZs either between two consolidated rock samples or within246

simulated or natural fault gouge. In the latter case localization is achieved only after a crit-247

ical slip of several centimeters (Smith et al., 2015; Pozzi et al., 2018, 2019). The strain rate248

can be equated either to the ratio of slip velocity to the thickness of the PSZ, in the presence249

of a pervasive lubricant layer, or in the absence thereof, to the ratio of the slip velocity to as-250

perity height (typically ≈ 10−100µm).251

Since average seismic fault slip velocity estimated during earthquakes is typically V ≈252

1m/s, the resulting shear strain rate within the PSZ or within the asperity contacts is extremely253

high (ε̇ = V/10−4 = 104 s−1) and is associated to a number of thermally triggered decom-254

position, alteration or amorphization processes (dehydration, melting, decarbonation, stress cor-255

rosion, comminution, ...) which may directly or indirectly affect friction through the action of256

pressurization and/or the formation of a lubricant layer (Hirose & Shimamoto, 2005).257

3.3 Arrhenius thermal dependance and flow stress258

While little is known about rock rheology at large strain rates, stress relaxation occurs259

through any of i different crystal plastic mechanisms (dislocation diffusion, grain boundary mi-260

gration, ...) which generally obey standard Arrhenius thermal dependence with an activation261

energy Q j and a power dependence on stress such that :262

ε̇ = A1 τ
n1 exp

−Q1
RT +...+Ai τ

ni exp
−Qi
RT (9)
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where the constants Ai may include a grain size dependence for particular deformation mech-

anisms (e.g. diffusion plasticity). Within a given range of stress and temperature, we may as-

sume that a single mechanism will dominate and invert it to obtain

τy =C ε̇
1
n exp

Q
nRT (10)

where σ, ε̇ are the stress and the shear strain rates, respectively and T is the temperature. The

expononent may be as low as n= 1 for some purely diffusive processes (Nabarro-Herring, (Poirier,

1985)) but in most cases n> 1; for example, n= 2 for grain boundary sliding (Karato, 2008)

and typical values 1.5 < n < 3 are observed at ε̇ = 103−104 in experiments on ceramics in

brittle conditions (Lankford, 1996). The term C (Pa s1/n), though considered constant here for

simplicity, may be strongly dependent on grain size (e.g. in the case of grain bounday slid-

ing) among other parameters (Violay et al., 2012). A consequence of n > 1 is that the ε̇1/n

term does not vary greatly under extremely elevated values of strain rate (e.g., the term ε̇1/3

varies of about 25% upon a twofold increase of slip velocity from 1 m/s to 2 m/s, assuming

a shear zone of 100µm). On the other hand, expected temperature changes of a few hundred

degrees may induce a huge variation in the exponential dependence. As a consequence, un-

der high slip velocity we can expect that the variation of τy is primarily due to temperature

changes and, for simplicity, we may neglect the variability of ε̇1/n to write

τ≈ α τa exp
Tc

T+Ti = τ0 exp
Tc

T+Ti (11)

where τa is a reference stress Tc =Q/n R and α is the real contact area and τ0 =α τ. Here263

Tc is an absolute temperature (in oK). The term Ti has been added to the denominator, because264

in the following section T is the background temperature rise with respect to the initial tem-265

perature (in the case of the experiments this will be the room temperature T = 293oK).266

3.4 Local and background temperatures267

The growth of α with temperature (due to thermal weakening of σc) may reduce or even268

surpass the weakening due to the right-hand term in (11), which may explain the results that269

no significant weakening is observed under low slip rate even at high temperatures (Noda et270

al., 2009; King & Marone, 2012).271

However, the growth of the contact area is controlled mainly by formation of new as-272

perity contacts (as opposed to growth of pre-existing ones, (Persson, 2000)) and involves a sen-273

sibly deeper rooted strain in a larger volume than the immediate layer below asperity contact.274
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Consequently the increase of α should be sensitive to the average increase of the interface tem-275

perature, or background temperature T , while the weakening of τy will be sensitive to the lo-276

cal, transient temperature peak T +∆T reached at the asperity contact, where ∆T is the tran-277

sient temperature increase in the asperity (Fig. 1-b). Provided that the slip rate is high, fric-278

tional heat has little time to diffuse away from the asperity during its limited contact lifetime,279

therefore the excess temperature ∆T will be significant (Archard, 1959; J. R. Rice, 2006). How-280

ever with continued slip the local overheating ∆T starts diffuse away from the asperities and281

gradually contribute to the rise the background temperature T .282

If the background temperature continues to rise (Fig. 1-c) at some point the formation283

of a pervasive layer of amorphous material, melt, wear product or viscous nanocrystalline ma-284

terial may fill the interstitial space between asperities, as a saturation value of α≈ 1 is reached.285

In case of a continuous lubricant layer, under high velocity the thermal gradient in the vicin-286

ity of the slip zone is very steep and an extremely thin (< 100 µm), overheated and low ef-287

fective viscosity layer develops (Fig. 1-c). This situation has been documented in the case of288

frictional melt (Nielsen et al., 2008) and in the case of coseismic viscous flow in coseismic289

ultramylonites (Pozzi et al., 2019).290

Consequently, we may consider that under high slip velocity, the growth of α is initially291

negligible (i.e., models of flash weakening acting in the very early stages of slip), but grad-292

ually increases with the accompanying growth of a pervasive lubricant layer, in which case293

the lubricant effect will compensate the increase in contact area and the friction will not in-294

crease.295

However, the transition from an initial flash heating to a fully developed lubricant layer296

can be complex and non monotonic, especially at low normal stress. A relative restrengthen-297

ing can occur due to the increase of the contact area ratio α with temperature rise, and the strain-298

ing and elongation of the contact asperities, while voids are filled by products of comminu-299

tion, decomposition or cool melt. Microstructures corresponding to such stages were described300

to some extent for experiments on Gabbro under increasing slip amounts, see Hirose and Shi-301

mamoto (2005).302
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Temperature computation303

We provide a number of indications that background temperature plays an important role304

in the weakening (section 4). Therefore its computation is of paramount importance in prob-305

lems of thermal weakening.306

The problem of heat diffusion is well-known and a number of analytical and numeri-307

cal solutions have been proposed. However not all numerical slutions are equally effective, and308

inefficiency can be limiting in a problem where temperature needs to be computed repeatedly309

at many different points (as in the case of dynamic rupture models). For the type of frictional310

heating problem at hand, we compare the performance and advantages of each of three dif-311

ferent numerical solutions of temperature diffusion: (1) discrete summation resolution of the312

integral solution, (2) a wavenumber formulation, which solution consists in the update and sum-313

mation of a small number of memory variables, and (3) a finite difference, Crank-Nicolson314

scheme. Details about the methods and compared performance are found in Appendix 1.315

4 Signature of thermal weakening in the experimental data316

4.1 Weakening and temperature change317

The particular scaling of weakening with friction, slip velocity, and frictional power sys-318

tematically observed in high velocity friction experiments, is compatible with a thermal sig-319

nature. If temperature is the culprit, weakening should be achieved after a slip distance scal-320

ing as uc ∝ 1/(τ2V ) and after slip duration scaling as tc ∝ 1/(τV )2, as argued in Nielsen et321

al. (2010). Indeed for an indicative constant value of shear stress and slip rate, an indicative322

solution of (15) with constant τV yields a temperature rise Tc = γτc V
√

tc after a time inter-323

val tc, and solving for time yields tc = T 2
c /(γτV )2, where γ = (2ρc

√
κπ)−1. Replacing for324

slip uc = tc V we obtain uc = T 2
c /(γ

2 τ2 V ).325

To illustrate this we may compare two similar experiments conducted on marble in Fig.326

(11-a,b), where average frictional power τV differs by about a factor of two, and average τ2 V327

by a factor of six. A similar drop to 1/3 of the initial shear stress is achieved in the two ex-328

periments at slip distances which differ of about a factor of six. Similarly, the experiments in-329

dicate that weakening time tc scales roughly as the inverse power squared (τV )2 as predicted.330

An upper bound temperature can be obtained using equation (15) with no heat sinks, and331

ρ= 2700.0 kg/m3 c= 833 J/K and κ= 0.821 10−6 m2/s, for mass density, heat capacity and332
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Figure 2. Evolution of shear stress and estimated temperature for experiment s555 performed on gabbro

at 20 MPa normal stress. Weakening is initiated at ≈ 0.05s In this experiment, prevasive melt is observed

about 1s after slip initiation; however consistent weakening (drop to 1/3 of peak stress) precedes the onset of

pervasive melt, and under estimated background temperatures (ca. 200o C) well below the melting point (ca.

1200oC).

thermal diffusivity of marble, respectively (Merriman et al., 2018). The estimated T curves333

are represented in Fig. (11), showing that a comparable temperature rise (T ≈ 190o C) is achieved334

in both experiments at an equivalent weakening stage. These simple scaling relations seem to335

reinforce the idea that background temperature T exerts a strong control on the weakening.336

However, at a time where weakening is already pronounced, the background tempera-337

ture is still much too low ( T ≈ 210oC) to trigger melting or decomposition processes (a lower338

bound ≈ 570o C is indicative of calcite decomposition). A similar observation can be made339

for weakening of gabbro (Figure 2), with the example of experiment s555 where pervasive fric-340

tional melt formed at advanced stages (t > 1 s). Substantial weakening is observed much ear-341

lier (t ≈ 0.15 s). Using ρ= 3000 kg/m3, c= 715 J/K and κ= 1.1 10−6 m2/s for gabbro (Miao342

et al., 2014), the background temperature estimate is still only ≈ 200o C after weakening to343

1/3 of peak. The expected bulk melting temperature, about 1200o C, is achieved only later in344

the experiment.345

Efficient weakening occurs at consistently lower background estimated temperatures than346

those expected to induce weakening of the material through decomposition or melting. How-347

ever local intensification of heating ∆T well above that of the background temperature T can348
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be achieved if stress is concentrated on a fraction of the contact area only. This concentration349

mechanism forms the basis of the asperity flash heating (Archard, 1959; J. R. Rice, 2006), one350

of the frictional models discussed and tested below. In the coming sections we will define T351

and ∆T and demonstrate that both are of fundamental importance in the weakening process.352

4.2 Weakening of Nitrogen-cooled marble353

In Fig. (3-a) we compare two experiments s876 and s880, performed on solid calcite (Car-354

rara marble) under identical conditions, except that in s880 the rock sample was immersed in355

liquid Nitrogen for several seconds immediately before the experiment. This is a simple ex-356

perimental test to verify that the background temperature difference has an effect in line with357

prediction of basic dimensional analysis of thermal weakening. Alternatively the temperature358

of the sample may have been raised before the experiment, but cooling poses lesser techni-359

cal difficulties.360

Our indicative estimate is that the temperature is ≈−90±50o C, within 0.5 mm of the361

sample surface, at the beginning of the experimental sliding. Our estimate assumes that New-362

ton’s law of heating applies, (with a poorly constrained heat transfer coefficient for air 2.5 – 25363

W/m−2K−1) within the 30 s elapsed between extraction of the sample from the Nitrogen, and364

the beginning of the experimental sliding. As a consequence, the initial temperature is 110o
365

to 210o C lower for s880 than for s876, since the latter was at room temperature. If background366

temperature plays a role in the weakening, we expect to see some delay in the weakening for367

s880, which we may estimate as follows. Let Tc be the temperature rise achieved in s876 af-368

ter sliding for about t = 0.2 s (at which point the stress dropped at 1/3 of the peak). Reason-369

ing along similar lines as in the previous section we have Tc = γτV
√

t. For s880, assuming370

that a similar temperature rise is reached after sliding t ′ seconds, then Tc =−120+γτ′V ′
√

t ′.371

Taking indicative values τ≈ 3 MPa, τ′ ≈ 3.3 MPa, V ≈ 0.65 m/s, V ′ ≈ 0.9 m/s during the372

weakening interval, computing γ with the same parameters for marble as in the previous sec-373

tion, and equating Tc for both experiments, we obtain t ′ =
(√

t τV/(τ′V ′)+200/(γτV )
)2

=374

0.26 s, and a delay t−t ′≈ 0.06 s, which is roughly the delay observed in the experiment. A375

more accurate computation of the weakening, including the full evolution of T is shown in fig-376

ure (3-b), yielding similar delay times (the details of the full model developed in further sec-377

tions).378
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Figure 3. Weakening curves for experiments s876 and s880, performed under identical conditions (normal

stress 10MPa, target velocity 3 m/s, acceleration 6.5 m/s2) except that s880 was previously cooled with liq-

uid Nitrogen, to achieve an indicative temperature of about −140o C. (a) Experimental data. (b) Numerical

simulation based on FWSS model. A delay of about 0.05 s is observed in both the expriment and the model.
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5 Test of thermal weakening models379

We test the fit of experimental with two thermal weakening models: a direct Arrhenius380

thermal dependence, and a model flash weakening (Rice 2006) which includes both the evolv-381

ing background temperature and heat sources and sinks. We discuss the differences between382

flash weakening and frictional melting, and test both thermal weakening models for either.383

Two end-member lithologies were tested here, a calcite rock (Carrara marble) and a sil-384

icate build rock (microcrystalline gabbro). These show quite different behaviour under fric-385

tional heating, as gabbro will undergo profuse melting past the initial stages of slip, but not386

the marble. Therefore the micromechanics of friction are similar in the initial part of slip, but387

differ more widely in the later phases, in particular the recovery during the deceleration phase.388

The flash weakening law reproduces reasonably well the recovery in marble, but it over-predicts389

the recovery in gabbro. Recovery of marble has been considered in the context of thermal-dependent,390

diffusion creep plasticity Violay et al. (2019). Recovery of gabbro has been analysed in a full391

model of frictional melting (Nielsen et al., 2010a), but we propose here a simplified alterna-392

tive model which follows an Arrhenius thermal dependence on background temperature.393

All numerical replications of the experiments are performed by imposing the experimen-394

tal slip velocity history and the peak stress (i.e. static friction coefficient times normal stress).395

The temperature is revised at each time step based on the shear heating power as a heat source,396

and both thermal diffusion and dissipative heat sinks. (Considering that the friction model should397

be predictive, the heat source is based on the computed shear stress, not the experimentally398

measured shear stress).399

Friction laws are based on either two or three parameters, as indicated in the text and400

the figures. For the solution of temperature diffusion, we including heat sinks due to endother-401

mal phase transitions which follow (6). Rock properties (κ,c,ρ) are fixed for a given lithol-402

ogy (see Table 1), save for the case where thermal dependence is included for κ,c (section 6).403

We find combinations of frictional parameters and heat sink parameters Ts,Cs that pro-404

vide a reasonable fit to the mechanical data (friction) by trial and error for each lithology. In405

the case of experiment s308 and s324, we conducted a systematic search on a grid of Tw,B406

values in the flash weakening model. For each gridpoint we computed the model friction curve407

and its misfit (sum of squared differences for all time steps) with the experimentally measured408

curve, selecting the smaller misfit value and verifying that it did provide a reasonable fit. We409
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Rock type κ (m2 s) ρ (kg m−3) c (J K−1)

Carrara Marble 0.82 10−6 2700 833

Gabbro 1.1 10−6 3000 715

Table 1. Rock parameters used throughout the paper un-

less otherwise indicated. (κ,ρ,c are thermal diffusivity, mass

density and heat capacity, respectively).

repeated the grid search for different combinations of Ts,qs, including the case where qs = 0410

(no heat sink). A trade-off is observed for the combined values Tw,B, on one hand, and the411

combined values Ts,Cs, on the other hand. (See grid search example in Supplementary Ma-412

terial, Fig. S3). This results in a reasonable fit for models over a range parameters, only a sub-413

set of which is presented here.414

5.1 Background temperature only - Arrhenius dependence415

From the discussion and the examples of 4.1 it is clear that (1) weakening precedes any416

substantial rise of background temperature, however (2) the background temperature still plays417

an important role in the weakening. We first ask the question of how a direct temperature de-418

pendence alone is capable of fitting the data where T is the background temperature.419

Using eq. (11), a straightforward Arrhenius dependence for the shear stress requires ad-420

justment of two parameters Tc and τ0. Two additional parameters Ts,Cs are introduced to ac-421

count for heat sinks (eq. 6) due to endothermal phase transitions. The shear value τ used in422

the model is the smaller of either that obtained from eq. (11) with the current temperature value,423

or that of the peak stress τp = µ f σn (where µ f is static friction coefficient and σn is normal424

stress).425

(1) Case of melting. Parameters used for the Arrhenius thermal weakening law (eq. 11)426

are Tc = 2700 oK and τo = 7 104 MPa. The parameters used for the heat sink (eq. 6) are Cs =427

40 106 Wm−2 and Ts = 2000 oC. We note that a strong trade-off exists between τo and Tc in428

the Arrhenius dependence, whereby increasing τc can be compensated by lowering Tc to achieve429

a very similar result, therefore such values are purely indicative. The same remark applies to430

the trade-off between Cs and Ts.431
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Figure 4. Experimental fit of gabbro friction with Arrhenius thermal weakening and heat sinks (normal

stress 20 MPa). Solid red: measured experimental shear stress. Dotted black: model friction. Solid green:

measured slip velocity. Dashed purple: computed temperature.

Equation (11) with a single mechanism captures some essential features of fast-slip weak-432

ening. However to accurately capture both the very initial weakening and the recovery phase,433

a combination of strong thermal dependence and large heat sink need to be included, to the434

point that the background temperature rise remains unrealistically low. This suggests that a435

simple model of viscous shear heating is not a realistic description of the microscale process.436

Alternatively, in the case of melting, the heat sink qs would implicitly incorporate the effect437

of heat removal by extrusion, which is not accounted for explicitly in this model –as further438

discussed in section (6.1)–. The effect is that the computed temperature T be biased toward439

lower values.440

(2) Case of no melting. We now use the same Arrhenius weakening model but in an at-441

tempt to reproduce the case of Carrara marble. A similar approach was adopted in Violay et442

al. (2019) where plastic deformation of calcite within a thin layer was assumed to follow an443

Arrhenius-like thermal dependence. In Pozzi et al. (2019) the steady-state friction in calcite444

was also interpreted in similar terms, and microstructural evidence of plastic flow were pro-445
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vided in support of this high-velocity deformation process. Parameters used for the Arrhenius446

thermal weakening law (eq. 11) are Tc = 2000 oK and τo = 3 104 MPa. The parameters used447

for the heat sink (eq. 6) are Cs = 50 106 Wm−2 and Ts = 2000 oC. As seen in Supplemen-448

tary Materials (Fig. S1) the recovery of friction during the deceleration is severely underes-449

timated, in addition, the temperature again is unrealistically low.450

While the Arrhenius dependence is capable of reproducing the main features of frictional451

melting, it is more problematic to use it in the case of marble where no melting occurs. This452

is not altogether surprising, as the Arrhenius model assumes the shearing of a layer with tem-453

perature dependent viscosity, a situation well adapted to frictional melting. However, in the454

case of marble, a model of flash weakening is likely to occur in the initial part of the slip, be-455

fore the development of a continuous, high-temperature layer of low-viscosity material which456

can be either melted, as observed in silicate rocks (Nielsen et al., 2008), or not, as observed457

in carbonate rocks (Pozzi et al., 2019).458

5.2 Flash weakening with background temperature evolution, heat sources and sinks459

(FWSS)460

We explore here a model of flash weakening with sources and sinks (FWSS) of heat in-461

cluded in the temperature estimation. Flash weakening and heating of contact asperities has462

been proposed as a model for high velocity friction evolution (Archard, 1959; J. R. Rice, 2006;463

Rempel & Weaver, 2008; Beeler et al., 2008). There are strong experimental indications (Goldsby464

& Tullis, 2011; Violay et al., 2011; Tisato et al., 2012; Violay et al., 2013, 2013a, 2014, 2015;465

Chen & Rempel, 2014; Acosta et al., 2018) that this model is relevant for high velocity ex-466

periments, in both silicate- and carbonate- built rocks, at least in the first millimeters of slip467

or until melting or decomposition of the rock minerals creates an almost continuous, amor-468

phous interstitial layer. One motivation to explore flash heating is that weakening precedes the469

substantial rise of the background temperature of the sliding interface (as discussed above in470

connection to figures 11 and 2). Initial thermal weakening may be achieved only if local tem-471

peratures T +∆T at asperity contacts are much higher than the background temperature T .472

The FW model considers that the lifetime of asperity of linear dimension D is indica-

tively tc =D/V . For an asperity sheared under incipient yield stress τc, the heating results from

frictional power τc V . Assuming that heat diffusion is mostly perpendicular to the fault, dur-

ing the asperity lifetime, solution of (15) with q≈ τc V = const. yields the local temperature
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rise ∆T = γτc V
√

tc = γτc
√

V D, and the time during contact at which the asperity weakens

is tw =(Tw−T )2/(γτc V )2. Upon defining a threshold temperature Tw =T +∆T , a minimum

slip rate Vw can be computed at which shear resistance is lost within the duration of an asper-

ity contact lifetime:

Vw = 1
γ2 τ2

c D Max [Tw−T, 0]2

= B Max [Tw−T, 0]2
(12)

The average strength of an asperity contact during its lifetime will be τa =(τr(tc−tw)+τctw)/tc,

where τr is the residual shear stress supported by the weakened asperity. Assuming an asper-

ity population with dominant dimension D, using τp = ατc , τw = α τw, τ = ατa and not-

ing that tw/tc = τc (Tw−T )2/(γ2 τ2
c V D) = τc Vw/V it is found (J. R. Rice, 2006; Rempel &

Weaver, 2008; Beeler et al., 2008) that the effective sliding shear stress is:

τ≈ (τp− τw)

(
Vw

V

)
+ τw (13)

for V >Vw. The flash weakening friction is adjusted with the three parameters B (oC−2 m s−1),473

Tw (oC) and τw (Pa). The shear value τ used in the model is the smaller of either that obtained474

from eq. (12-13) with the current temperature value, or that of the peak stress τp = µ f σn.475

In previous models, the variation of the background temperature T is often neglected in476

(12), with the consequence that Vw remains constant (Noda et al., 2009; Goldsby & Tullis, 2011).477

Indeed the direct numerical computation of T with classical methods can be rather costly and478

inefficient. However T increases substatially after the first millimeters of slip as shown in fig-479

ure (11), and unless evolution of T is included, flash weakening fails to reproduce accurately480

the friction recovery observed in the experiments. One immediate evidence that friction is not481

purely velocity-dependent is the lack of symmetry in the acceleration and deceleration phase,482

whereby an hysteresis loop is observed –see for example the τ vs. V representation in Figure483

(6-d), and also experiments reported in previous studies (Goldsby & Tullis, 2011; Proctor et484

al., 2014). Thus inclusion of background temperature, which is substantially higher in the re-485

covery phase than in the weakening phase, allows to moderate the velocity effect by acting486

as a state variable. In addition, we note that an accurate evolution of T should include both487

heat sources (frictional power τV ) and any significant heat sink (other than diffusion).488

Indeed this is important to obtain an hysteresis cycle where initial weakening and the489

final recovery are not symmetrical, and are not purely velocity dependent. The higher temper-490

ature at the end of experiment allows the friction recovery to be relatively slower, as observed.491
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Figure 5. Experiment s308 on Carrara marble, data and model (normal stress 20MPa, target velocity 6.5

m/s, acceleration 6.5 m/s2). Shear stress in experiment (red) and in model FWSS (black dashed); imposed slip

velocity (green). Temperature evolution (modeled) including heat sinks (purple dashed). (a) is whole experi-

ment and (b-c) are zoom of start and end. For marble, parameters of rock, FWSS and heat sinks are indicated

in text.
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Figure 6. Experiment s324 on Carrara marble, data and model (normal stress 30MPa, target velocity 6.5

m/s, acceleration 6.5 m/s2). Same parameters as in figure 5 (except for the heat sink which was changed to

Cs = 4.5 106 Wm−2 instead of 3 106). (a-c) Show variables as a function of time, (d) shoes stress versus

velocity.
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Figure 7. Experiment s257 on Carrara marble, data and model (normal stress 10MPa, target velocity 3 m/s,

acceleration 3 m/s2). Same parameters as in figure 5.
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Figure 8. Experiment s330 on Carrara marble, data and model (normal stress 10MPa, target velocity 3 m/s,

acceleration 6.5 m/s2). Same parameters as in figure 5.

If the heat sinks are excluded, the final temperature is much larger (Fig. 9). This reflects492

on the friction, in particular, on the recovery phase which is underestimated if the same fric-493

tional parameters are maintained (Fig. 10-a,b). Note that an equally reasonable fit can be found494

without heat sink, but by using different combinations of frictional parameters for each indi-495

vidual experiment (Fig. 10-c).496

However, we could not find a single combination of parameters that would fit different497

experiments for a given lithology, unless we do include heat sinks in the model. Therefore,498

we posit that the accurate reproduction of a range of experiments, including the recovery phase,499

can only be achieved with background temperature evolution due to both sinks and sources.500

A similar observation applies to models including the thermal dependence of κ,c (see section501

6), where a reasonable fit can be obtained both with and without heat sinks provided that the502

frictional parameters Tw,B are modified.503

The FWSS law is based on the full set of equations: (3, 15, 12, 13); the only input vari-504

able is the slip velocity V (t). Input parameters are (1) the group γ2τ2
c D (with dimensions [L T−1],505

allowing the definition of a characteristic velocity Vw), (2) the peak stress τp (which may be506
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predicted using τp = µσn) and residual stress τw (for computation of τ) and (3) C and Ts (for507

a single dominant heat sink).508

One of the peculiarities of the model described by equations (13) is the absence of ex-509

plicit dependence on normal stress. However, taking into account the evolution of background510

temperature T , with τV as a heat source implicitly includes normal stress. Indeed during the511

initial part of the slip τ = τp = µs σn where µs is the initial friction coefficient (of the order512

of 0.6 before onset of weakening), so the heat production rate is higher if the normal stress513

is higher. On the other hand, if the initial (peak) stress is be higher under higher normal stress,514

temperature rise and weakening will be accelerated by a similar proportion. As a consequence,515

the weakening slip distance and the fracture energy may not be significantly altered by a change516

in normal stress. This behavior was indeed observed in a synthesis of different high velocity517

friction laboratory experiments (Nielsen, Spagnuolo, Violay, et al., 2016; Nielsen, Spagnuolo,518

Smith, et al., 2016).519

In figures (5–8) we compare the FWSS model to experiments performed on samples of520

solid carbonate (carrara marble). Notably, the shear stress curves in the weakening, steady-521

state and recovery phases are reasonably well matched with the same set of parameters although522

the three experiments are different in terms of loading conditions (normal stress and target slip523

rate).524

An interesting test of the robustness of the model, is whether the outcome of different525

experimental conditions (normal stress, slip velocity) can be reproduced with a single set of526

parameters.527

We show the result in four different experiments experiments in Figures (5–8), and in528

most cases the weakening, steady-state and recovery are all reasonably well reproduced with529

a single set of parameters. The parameters for flash weakening (eq. 12 and 13) are Tw = 800 oC,530

τw = 0.5 106 Pa, B = 0.85 10−6 oC−2 m s−1. The parameters used for the heat sink (eq. 6)531

are Cs = 3 106 Wm−2 and Ts = 1700 oC. One exception, though, is experiment s324 which532

was performed under the most extreme frictional work rate (highest normal stress and slip ve-533

locity combination). In this case the heat sink parameter Cs had to be increased by 50% (Cs =534

4.5 106) to reproduce correctly the recovery. One possible interpretation is that loss by com-535

bined radiation and Newton’s cooling is substantial in this experiment, due to the large rate536

of heating, introducing additional sinks.537
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Figure 9. Effect of thermal-dependent diffusivity and heat capacity κ,c. Temperature evolution obtained

with a similar frictional heat input, for cases (1) where thermal dependence of κ,c is allowed (dotted red

curve), (2) with constant κ,c (solid blue curve) and (3) whith thermal dependence as in (2), but with the heat

sink parameter Cs increased from 1.5 MW m−2 to 2.0 MW m−2. At high temperature the heat conductivity is

lower, but the energy sinks are more effective, and the two partly compensate each other. This allows to obtain

similar results in (2) and (3) by adjusting Cs.

6 Effect of thermal dependence of diffusivity and capacity (κ,c) on temperature and538

friction539

We use experimental data from Merriman et al. (2018) on Carrara Marble to derive an540

empirical dependence on temperature of diffusivity and heat capacity (See Supplementary ma-541

terial). Although diffusivity and heat capacity are affected in opposite ways by the tempera-542

ture rise, their combined effect still results in a significant net decrease on the conductivity (k=543

ρ c κ) at relatively high temperatures. However, during high velocity frictional sliding, the high544

temperatures are usually reached within a small boundary layer, with a strong negative tem-545

perature gradient, because the duration of the slip is short and the diffusion distance is lim-546

ited. Therefore it is difficult to predict how important the effect of thermal dependence can547

be in this context, if not performing a full computation.548

To do so requires to take into account the inhomogeneous temperature as a function of549

depth z from the sample surface, and, therefore, the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of the550

conductivity/diffusivity parameters, in addition to their change in time. Sadly, in the wavenum-551

ber solution, the product of two spatial dependent variables (κ and ∂2
z T ) results in a cumber-552

some convolution which would nullify the advantage of its efficiency. However, the inhomo-553

geneous solution is manageable by using a numerical method where both time and spatial steps554
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Figure 10. Effect of thermal-dependent diffusivity and heat capacity κ,c. Same as Fig. 9, showing the

shear stress evolution for models (1,2,3), and an additional model (4) with no heat sink. (a) Purple and blue

dotted curves show simulated stress evolution for models (2,3) respectively. Note that both are very sim-

ilar. Grey solid curve is experimental stress. Solid blue and dashed purple represent temperature. Light

green curve is experimental slip velocity. (b) Black dotted curve is simulated stress evolution for model (1).

Red dotted curve is temperature. (d) A model with no heat sinks (Cs = 0) and variable κ,c also fit the data

reasonably, at a substantially higher temperature, but with a different combination of friction parameters:

(Tw,B) = (3800,0.02 10−6).
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are explicitly defined. To this end, we use a finite difference, Crank-Nicholson diffusion scheme555

used previously for frictional heating problems (see Nielsen et al., 2010a, and references therein).556

Using the conditions of experiment s308, we compare the temperature and shear stress557

evolution between (1) a model including thermal dependence and (2) one with no thermal de-558

pendence, but with equal heat sinks in both. Finally, we repeat the simulation with thermal559

dependence but increase the amount of heat sink in parameter Cs.560

The result in terms of temperature evolution show that under comparable frictional power561

curves, the temperature difference introduced by the thermal dependence is substantial (up to562

about 350oC at the temperature peak). If other parameters (frictional parameters, heat sinks)563

are kept equal, the difference between models with variable or constant thermal parameters564

differ largely toward the end of the frictional curve, in particular during the recovery phase565

(Fig. 10-b). The net decrease of conductivity, resulting in a higher background temperature,566

is sufficient to prevent the strength recovery in the flash weakening friction.567

However, both models with or without κ,c thermal dependence can reproduce reason-568

ably the frictional curve by adjusting the frictional or the heat sink parameters. For example,569

by increasing the heat sinks in the model with κ,c thermal dependence to Cs = 2 106 MW m−2,570

the temperature rise is buffered and is closer to that obtained in the model with no κ,c ther-571

mal dependence (where Cs = 1.5 MW m−2). As a result both models produce a similar fric-572

tional curve, compatible in both cases with the experimental observation (Fig. 10-a).573

Finally, we show that a model with no heat sinks (Cs = 0) and variable κ,c also fits the574

data, provided that the frictional parameters are altered to (Tw,B)= (3800o C,0.02 10−6 m s−1C−2)575

to compensate for the much higher temperature (Fig. 10-c). These results where obtained by576

conducting simulations with 22 different combinations of (Tw,B) and selecting the outcome577

with best fit (also see discussion at the beginning of section 6).578

In conclusion, it seems possible to reach a reasonable fit for either variable or constant579

κ,c and either including heat sinks or not, by adjusting the frictional parameters (Tw,B) to each580

experiment. However, the presence of heat sinks allows to fit a wider range of experiments581

with the same parameter set, resulting in a more robust frictional behaviour. In addition, the582

effect of variable κ,c can be emulated in models with constant κ,c by lowering the power of583

heat sinks (parameter Cs).584
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6.1 Flash weakening followed by the formation of a viscous shear layer585

A model for frictional melting has been proposed for both steady-state (Nielsen et al.,586

2008) and transient (Nielsen et al., 2010a) behaviour. It accounts for the advancement of a melt-587

ing boundary (solution of a Stefan problem) and the possibility that melt extrusion occurs through588

lateral injection veins (natural faults, Di Toro et al. (2005)) or at the edges of the sample (ex-589

perimental simulated faults Niemeijer et al. (2009); Violay et al. (2014)). We will only revisit590

some features of such model here, and test to what extent a simpler flash weakening model591

differs from the melting dynamics.592

In the case of frictional melt with extrusion, the thermal balance is quite different from

that resulting in (2) from simple diffusive temperature. Apart from the heat loss due to phase

transitions already discussed above, there is a radical change in the thermal diffusion equa-

tion with an additional convective term as a consequence of the advancement of the melting

front into the rock. If we choose to attach the coordinate frame to the moving boundary, we

can write:

∂tT = κ∂
2
z T +ν∂zT +

δ(z) q
ρ c

. (14)

where ν is the current velocity at which the melt boundary is advancing into the solid. Heat593

sinks due to phase transitions in this case are essentially due to melting latent heat L such that594

qs = ν ρ L. Thermal diffusion solutions with a moving boundary are known as the Stefan prob-595

lem. It can be assumed that the boundary between melt and solid rock is at the melting tem-596

perature Tm. As a consequence ν can be computed by applying the boundary condition that597

T = Tm and ∂tT = 0 at the melting boundary (x = 0). A method to integrate the numerical598

computation of ν into an efficient, discrete time-stepping scheme is detailed in section (7).599

One key process in the presence of melting and extrusion is the advancement of the melt-600

ing front which counteracts the advancement of the thermal diffusion. In the absence of melt-601

ing and extrusion, as in the case of flash weakening, the background temperature T is repre-602

sentative of recent frictional power dissipated on the fault, which induces heating within a fi-603

nite thickness around the slip zone. Therefore temperature may be considered as a state vari-604

able storing the memory of the frictional heating history. However, advancement of a melt-605

ing front combined with extrusion will constantly reset the heat stored around the slip zone.606

The boundary will remain at the melting temperature T ≈ Tm. Super-heating above Tm may607

occur within the melt reaching a maximum at the centre of the melt layer (Nielsen et al., 2008),608

but melt is rapidly extruded. Heat diffusion penetrates to an indicative depth z= 2
√

κ tr within609
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a given time interval tr. Given a shortening rate ν (melt front advancement) the typical time610

of residence of the heat in the rock adjacent to the slip zone will be tr = z/ν resulting in tr =611

4κ/ν2 upon substitution of z. Therefore the thermal memory of the system is reset over times612

of the order of tr, i.e., a few seconds, assuming shortening rates of 1 mm/s and standard dif-613

fusivity values.614

As discussed in section (4.1) and in Fig (2), it appears that weakening predates the bulk615

melting temperature. Therefore we assume that the initial part of the weakening, before per-616

vasive melt starts, is due to flash weakening behaviour and can be modelled as such.617

At later times, when pervasive melt and extrusion occur, a full steady-state condition may618

be reached, as predicted by the model of Nielsen et al. (2008) and experimentally confirmed619

by Violay et al. (2014). Such a steady-state is not reached as rapidly in the absence of a mi-620

grating boundary. Only an apparent steady-state is reached, later, in the presence of heat sinks621

qs (equation 2), which inhibit the temperature rise is temporarily but only as long as the de-622

composition products are not depleted in the host rock. Therefore the boundary migration needs623

to be included explicitly for an accurate temperature evolution; however temperature diffusion624

in the presence of heat sinks does allow reproduce the appearance of a steady-state solution625

(the background temperature reaches a plateau, although the temperature diffusion continues626

to progress).627

Finally, we note that the frictional recovery during the deceleration phase is expected628

to differ between flash weakening and frictional melt, although in both cases the sliding sur-629

face will undergo irreversible transformation at high slip velocity (phase transitions due to heat,630

roughness change through abrasion), and in both cases the background temperature is higher631

at the end of sliding than at the beginning.632

Ideally, in the occurrence of melting, a mixed model should be used with a transition633

from flash heating to frictional melting after the background temperature reaches Tm. Such a634

transition can be rather complex, and several experiments show that there is a partial frictional635

recovery at that stage (Hirose & Shimamoto, 2005), although it is less pronounced in exper-636

iments performed at higher normal stress (Hung et al., 2019).637

Leaving the implementation of the mixed flash heating/ frictional melting model for fu-638

ture work, instead we show in Figure (4) a fit with Arrhenius dependence, which is discussed639

in section (5.1). In addition, we tested the flash weakening law of section(5.2) as an approx-640
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imation where melting occurs. We find that with flash weakening alone does not predict the641

recovery accurately in the presence of melting. An example is shown in Supplementary Ma-642

terial (Figure S2).643

A mixed model can be developed also in the case of calcite, where an initial flash-weakening644

process is followed by the formation of a continuous viscous layer which undergoes high ve-645

locity plastic shear, as posited in in Violay et al. (2019) for bare surfaces in frictional contact.646

Where the slip initiates within a gouge, the eventual formation of a viscous layer after sev-647

eral mm of slip is also observed by Pozzi et al. (2019), however, the initial weakening includes648

a slip hardening phase. A microstructural evolution with complex processes is observed, be-649

fore the viscous shear is mature. This process is arguably difficult to represent with a flash weak-650

ening model.651

Finally, a mixed model would also be indicated in the case where fluids are initially per-652

meating the fault surface allow for elasto-hydrodynamic weakening: as slip accelerates, a tran-653

sition between three lubrication regimes (boundary, mixed, and fully lubricated regimes) will654

occur as discussed in Cornelio et al. (2019).655

7 Conclusions656

We investigated different versions of thermal dependent, high-velocity friction models657

and tested how well they could be adjusted to replicate a number of experimental observations.658

Each friction law and each set of parameters was tested against several experiments, conducted659

under different normal stress and slip velocity, to verify whether the fit was robust under dif-660

ferent conditions. We considered aspects of computational efficiency, the role of energy sinks661

and the effect of thermal dependence in diffusivity and heat capacity.662

The computation of temperature diffusion can be numerically costly, in particular fore-663

seeing its use in models of an extended fault surface where T needs to be tracked at a great664

number of points. Therefore we test and compare different methods: the simple discrete sum-665

mation of the analytical solution, the discrete wavenumber transform, and a Crank-Nicolson666

finite difference scheme. We find that the two latter methods are comparable in terms of speed,667

for the problem to be solved in the case of frictional heating, and that both are much more ef-668

ficient than the simple discrete summation of the analytical solution. In addition, the explicit669

spatial grid of the finite differences scheme allows to consider local variations of parameters.670
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We took advantage of such feature to investigate the thermal dependence of diffusivity and heat671

capacity.672

We include additional heat sinks with an Arrhenius reaction rate, due to endothermal phase673

transitions are triggered under frictional heating. The temperature evolution is be affected, in674

particular in the final phase of frictional recovery.675

Diffusivity and heat capacity, often considered as constant, can undergo important changes676

when temperatures reach a substantial fraction of the melting temperature. We include such677

thermal dependence and show that is can be have a substantial effect in the temperature and678

frictional evolution in problems of frictional heating. However, by altering the frictional pa-679

rameters or the amount of the heat sinks, an effect similar to such thermal dependence can be680

simulated even in models which exclude it. For models of flash weakening, we illustrate the681

existing trade-offs between frictional parameters, heat sinks and the presence of thermal-dependence682

of the parameters.683

In addition to the flash weakening model, we investigate a simplified model including684

direct Arrhenius dependence of friction on background temperature. Such model captures some685

of the main features of the weakening, however fails to account for the initial rapid weaken-686

ing. A flash weakening model, instead, captures well the initial weakening, however it requires687

to include the evolution if the background temperature to reasonably reproduce friction from688

start to end.689

We discuss the differences between flash weakening and profuse frictional melting. It690

is known that both can take place within a single slip epsiode, with the flash heating occur-691

ring at the start. Given the differences between flash weakening and frictional melting processes,692

an accurate representation should include both, and then model the subtle transition from one693

to the other, an endeavour that we leave for future work. However, as an approximation, we694

show here that a flash weakening model including thermal dependence with heat sources and695

sinks is able to reproduce cases of frictional melting reasonably well over the limited inter-696

val of parameters of the experiments shown here in support.697

Finally, we note the experiments presented here are limited to precut, cohesive rocks of698

two end-members (carrara marble, gabbro) under dry conditions. One needs consider that rup-699

ture on natural faults will develop in different lithologies, including clays, and in more com-700

plex ways, including diffuse strain, processes such as gradual slip localisation in fault gouge,701
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multiple branching of rupture and other dissipative processes taking place off-fault. These pro-702

cess take place in a volume rather than on a planar surface of limited gouge thickness. They703

interact and contribute to the energy balance generating a stress-strain relation which trans-704

lation into an equivalent frictional slip remains an open problem. Until then, such limitations705

need to be kept in mind when using laboratory derived friction laws in earthquake models.706

Appendix 1: Comparison of different temperature solution methods707

Direct (inefficient) temperature computation708

One well-known (Carslaw & Jaeger, 1959) solution of eq. (2) yields the temperature on

the slip plane (where the frictional heat is produced):

T (t) = γ

ˆ t

0

q(t ′)√
t− t ′

dt ′ , (15)

where γ=(2ρc
√

κπ)−1 (with mass density, heat capacity and thermal diffusivity ρ, c and κ,

respectively. t is current time and t ′ is the integration variable). Direct discretization of (15)

with time step δt yields at the nth iteration (time t = nδt):

T (n) = γ

n

∑
i=1

q(i)+q(i−1)
2
√

δt× (n− i+ 1/2)
δt. (16)

(implemented using a simple trapezoidal rule for sake of comparison). While (16) may be used709

to compute temperature, the summation from i = 1 to n needs to be repeated for each time710

n, which is unpractical and inefficient. Another option is to use finite differences or finite el-711

ements, and solve diffusion explicitly at a number of points (elements) at various distances away712

from the fault. However in this case a large number of points may be needed to avoid finite713

model size effects, and this number will increase as the square root of the computation du-714

ration, because the diffusion distance scales with
√

κ t. The advantage of the latter methods715

is to allow for local variations of conductivity, eventually depending on temperature changes.716

But in case that small time steps are required, and an extended fault is modelled with inho-717

mogeneous distribution of T and τ, the computation may become prohibitively long. Typical718

simulations would require the memory storage of a number of time iterations in excess of sev-719

eral thousands. Noticing that equation (15) is a convolution on may suggest the use of FFT720

(Fast Fourier Transform) in time. However, the operation would still imply several thousand721

time iterations n and normally requires that n is a power of 2. Finally, The operation and the722

storage would be take place at each of the subsegment of the modeled fault, which easily ex-723

ceed the thousands. In conclusion, it is necessary to design an adequate approximation of the724
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thermal diffusion. In the section below we propose a straightforward time iterative scheme,725

where the temperature is computed to a satisfactory approximation by the use of a small num-726

ber of memory variables which arise in a discrete wavenumber solution.727

Wavenumber temperature computation728

The one dimensional heat diffusion equation (2) with a heat source flux q= q(t) at x=

0 per unit time per unit area, which we re-write here for convenience, states:

∂tT = κ∂
2
z T +

δ(z) q
ρ c

(17)

where δ(.) is the Dirac delta function and z is the distance from the slip surface. Taking the

wavenumber transform z→ s, we note that the temperature is an even function of z and – ex-

pecting no singularities – we may use the Cosine Fourier transform (using only the positive

real wavenumbers) to obtain

∂tθ(s, t) =
q(t)
ρ c
−κ s2

θ(s, t) (18)

where θ(s, t) is the wavenumber Fourier transform of T (z, t). The use of the wavenumber729

transform in the direction perpendicular to the fault (here z) for the solution of rupture and fric-730

tion problems was first proposed by Noda and Lapusta (2010).731

For consistency, we show in Appendix II how the analytical expression of temperature

(15) can be retrieved by solution of (18) and the subsequent inverse cosine transform. How-

ever here we directly update θ using a discrete wavenumber summation. For the discrete ver-

sion of time-iterative scheme it is better to select a backward Euler stepping scheme to insure

stability (backward meaning that the updated value θ(s, t) is both on the right- and left-hand

side of the equation):

(θ(s, t)−θ(s, t−δt))
δt

=
q(t)
ρ c
−κ s2

θ(s, t) . (19)

to the first order of the series expansion. By regrouping terms we obtain the updated value as

θ(s, t) =
(

q(t) δt
ρ c

+θ(s, t−δt)
)

1
1+δt κ s2 . (20)

The update of θ(t) is obtained from the former value θ(t−δt) plus the scaled heat rate, di-

vided by a constant function of wavenumber s. Importantly, the summation does not require

all past times, but only the value of θ from the former time step. The inverse transform (i.e.,

summation over s) yields temperature such that:

T (x, t) =
2
π

ˆ
∞

0
cos(s z) θ(s, t) ds, (21)
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Figure 11. Comparison of two sliding friction experiments on precut Carrara marble performed under

identical conditions except for normal stress (10 and 40 MPa, respectively). The weakening curve, the slip

velocity, power and the product τ2V are shown in both cases. (a) Experiment s330 performed at normal stress

10MPa. The shear stress drops to 1/3 of the peak value (indicated by horizontal line) during the inital 0.21

s and 180 mm of slip (vertical line), with average values τ2V ≈ 12 Pa2m/s. (b) Experiment s324 performed

at normal stress 40MPa. Shear stress drops to 1/3 of the peak value during the inital 0.05 s and 30 mm of

slip, with average values τ2V ≈ 70 Pa2m/s. A factor of six reduction in the weakening distance corresponds

roughly to a factor of six increase in τ2V , which is expected if weakening is related to temperature increase.

Similarly, the factor of two reduction in average power τV results in a factor of four increase in time (0.21 and

0.05 s, respectively) to reach equivalent weakening. A similar background temperature increase (T ≈ 190oC)

above inital ambient temperature (T = 20oC) is estimated in both experiments at 1/3 weakening; however, a

background temperature T ≈ 210oC is much lower than that expected to trigger weakening by decomposition

reactions in calcite (about 600oC). See text for further details.
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and at z = 0:

T (0, t) =
2
π

ˆ
∞

0
θ(s, t) ds . (22)

For the numerical solution we also discretise the wavenumbers by steps δs. We shall use the

notation θm(t)= θ(m δs, t) with (1<m<M) where M is the total number of discrete wavenum-

bers. Thus (22) yields:

T (t) =
2
π

M

∑
m=1

θm(t) δs (23)

and each θm variable will be computed according to (20) such that

θm(t) =
(

q(t) δt
ρ c

+θm(t−δt)
)

1
1+δt κ s2

m
,

where

sm =(m− 1/2)δs.

(24)

A rather small summation number M is sufficient. The choice of suitable δs and M is732

discussed further below. The time integration has disappeared, replaced by a more convenient733

summation over a small number of memory variables from the previous time step. The con-734

stitutive relation may be now written as (1) a friction law based on M memory variables and735

(2) an evolution law for the memory variables:736

τ(t) = f (θ1 +θ2 + . . .θM, V, . . .) (25)

∂tθm =
q(t)
ρ c
−κ s2

m θm (where sm = (m− 1/2)δs) (26)

The memory variables here have temperature dimension (as opposed to time dimension in the737

case of Dieterich-Ruina rate and state evolution friction laws). The interpretation of the so-738

lution in memory variables corresponding to different wavenumbers is straightforward: largest739

wavenumbers represent the fast temperature evolution due to thin penetration depth of heat,740

while the small wavenumbers represent the slower temperature evolution due to larger pen-741

etration depth.742

Using (23) rather than (16) will require a fixed, limited number M of memory variables743

in a short summation as opposed to an ever increasing number temperatures stored from each744

previous timestep (see example below, with M = 16 and M = 32).745
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Figure 12. Test of the parsimonious scheme (wavenumber summation eq. 27). Temperature evo-

lution is shown for (a) constant heat flux (3106 W m−2) and (b) exponentially decaying heat flux

(5105 + 3106 exp(−10 t)). Solutions are shown for M = 12,16,32 (dot-dashed, dashed and solid curve,

respectively). For comparison, the solution obtained from the direct discretization (16) of the analytical

solution (time integral) is shown (dotted curve). The time stepping is dt = 0.04. See text for further details.
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In a nutshell: the temperature update scheme746

Finally, we may sum-up the iterative scheme as follows. Upon discretization in time steps

of size δt and M wavenumber steps of size δs, the memory variables θm are updated at each

time iteration n, and summed in order to obtain the current temperature T according to:

θm =

(
q(n) δt

ρ c
+θ
−
m

)
1

1+δt κ s2
m

T (n) =
2
π

M

∑
m=1

θm δs
(27)

where θ−m is the mth memory variable from the previous time step and sm is defined in eq. (24).

The above temperature T can then be used to update the temperature-dependent stress accord-

ing to eq. (13). If the gradient of the temperature is required it can simply be obtained by

∂zT (t) =
2
π

M

∑
m=1

sm θm δs (28)

and temperature at a distance z from the source (fault plane) is obtained simply by:

T (z, t) =
2
π

M

∑
m=1

cos(z sm) θm δs (29)

An adequate choice of s sampling is critical to achieve a good solution with a minimum747

number M of discrete wavenumbers s (and memory variables θ). Let’s assume that the dura-748

tion of interest is tc and that we wish to obtain an approximate solution based on M wavenum-749

bers. An indicative penetration depth for diffusion problems is zmax≈D
√

κ tc, where D is a750

dimensionless constant. We can use this formula to estimate a maximum wavelength in the751

problem, and we found that a good rule of thumb is D=(2/5)M. This rule may appear counter-752

intuitive, because the consequence of increasing M is to improve the sampling at small wavenum-753

bers (long wavelengths) rather than at large wavenumbers. However the larger error in this method754

is found at later times and larger scales. Therefore extending the sampling toward low wavenum-755

bers provides the maximum improvement. The minimum wavenumber is fixed by smin = 2π/zmax =756

5 π/(M
√

κ tc).757

The minimum wavelength in the problem will be determined by the number of wavenum-758

bers M such that zmin = zmax/(2M) (i.e., in the center of the first wavelength interval). As a759

consequence, the maximum wavenumber is fixed by smax = 2π/zmin = 10 π/
√

κ tc.760

The wavenumber sampling step is δs= smax/M = 10π/(M
√

κ tc), and the sampling will761

take the form s = (m− 1/2)δs, 1 < m < M.762

For a practical example, let’s use tc = 20 s, κ = 1.110−6m2s−1, ρ= 3000, c= 715 δt =763

0.04, N = 500. The discrete wavenumber solution is derived using δs= 10π/(M
√

κ t)= 209.3 rad m−1,764
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and the sample wavenumbers are sm = (m− 1/2) δs, where (1 < m < M), which results in sm =765

(104.7,313.96,523.27, ...). In Fig. (12) we show the results for three different samplings, M =766

12, M = 16 and M = 32. For reference we also show the result of time summation (eq. 16),767

which is a direct discretization of the analytical solution (15). Solutions are derived for either768

a constant heat flux (q= 3 MJ m−2s−1) or an exponential decay (q= 0.5+3 exp(−t/0.1) MJ m−2s−1).769

For most practical purposes, M = 16 yields a satisfying approximation (with a preci-770

sion of a few percent after t = 20 s). M = 32 yields a result which differs less than 1/10000771

at t = 20 s when compared to the classic solution obtained by direct discretization (2). Tim-772

ing the computation example above with M = 16 (on a desktop computer with python) yields773

8.44 ms for the wavenumber solution versus 132 ms for the classic time summation, and stor-774

age of 16 floating point values versus 500, i.e. an estimated gain of 97% in CPU time and 94%775

in memory storage.776

Finite differences777

A third type of temperature diffusion was tested, a finite differences Crank-Nicolson al-778

gorithm. The latter is the most flexible type of computation as it allows to consider param-779

eters which are ihomogeneous along z and also variable in time (see section 6 on thermal-dependent780

diffusivity and heat capacity).781

Additional tests were preformed using Fortran for the three types of computation above,782

and using sufficient grid points in the finite difference scheme to avoid reflections from the783

end boundary of the grid. A sufficient precision was used for all 3 methods to diverge of no784

more than 2%. The resulting timing was: (1) wave number summation CPU time: 8.66E-02 s.785

Classic time summation CPU time: 0.30 s. Finite differences Crank-Nicolson CPU time: 1.87E-786

2 s.787

Time summation is by far the less effective method in terms of time and memory us-788

age, although it is easy to implement. The performance in time are of the same order for the789

wavenumber summation and the finite differences(in this example the finite difference code790

is even more performant than the wavenumber summation).791

Therefore, it is worth conducting the temperature solution using finite differences, for792

both best performance and increased flexibility. For the finite difference to work correctly, a793

sufficiently small spatial step should be selected (in our example we use 2E-4 m) and in time794
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(in our example we use 10E-2 s) to reflect the fastest changes expected in heat flow regime.795

Once the duration of the simulation and the spatial step are determined, a sufficient number796

of nodes should be introduced to avoid reflections from the end boundary of the model (we797

use 50 nodes in this examples). To design the optimal parametrisation, tests can be performed798

under the typical conditions required, decreasing the step size until reasonable convergence799

is achieved and increasing the number of steps until spurious boundary effects are negligible.800

In case that the thermal computation is coupled with a rupture model the time steps in both801

methods need to be harmonised.802

Example codes for temperature computation are provided in Supplementary Materials.803

Appendix II: Temperature evolution in the presence of melt boundary migration (Ste-804

fan problem)805

We consider the wavenumber solution in the case where a convection term is present,

for example, due to the shortening of the sample occurring due to melting boundary migra-

tion combined with the extrusion of the melt (see Stefan problem solution in Nielsen et al. 2008,

Nielsen et al. 2010). Assume that the boundary is migrating into the solid at a velocity ν in

direction z, and that in our referential z is attached to the boundary. In such case the heat dif-

fusion equation may be written with an additional term accounting for mass transport at ve-

locity ν equal and opposite to the boundary migration velocity:

∂tT = κ∂
2
z T +ν∂zT +

δ(z) q
ρ c

, (30)

which, in the wavenumber domain yields:

∂tθ =− (κ s2 +νs)θ+
q

ρc
. (31)

(Note that here z is the distance from the melting boundary, in the Eulerian referential not at-

tached to the flow of particles). The only difference with the previous solution is the replace-

ment κs→ (κs2 +νs) so that we may write

T (z = 0, t) =
2

πρc

ˆ t

0
dt ′
ˆ

∞

0
ds q(t ′) e−(κs2+νs)(t−t ′) (32)

and solving for the inner integral we obtain:

T =
1

ρc
√

πκ

ˆ t

0
dt ′

q(t ′)√
t− t ′

fa(t− t ′) (33)

where (34)

fa(t) =e
ν2t
4κ Erfc

(
ν(t)

√
t

4κ

)
(35)
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Interestingly, we remark that the solution is in all points similar to the previous, except for the806

multiplication by function fa(t) which behaves essentially like a memory-fading term with a807

characteristic time of about tc = 4κ/ν2 (making the approximation that ν≈Const. Quite in-808

tuitively, tc is the average time of residence of heat inside the solid before it is erased by the809

shortening process. Indeed, if we write the penetration depth for diffusion during an interval810

tc as z= 2
√

κ tc, and we write the advancement of the boundary as z= ν tc, if we equate both811

values of z we obtain the same value for tc.812

There are ways to obtain a numerical solution of the wavenumber formulation (31) in813

the presence of a migrating boundary. We do not see the necessity to develop this here, be-814

cause the the finite difference method is equally efficient, and capable of handling the migrat-815

ing boundary (Nielsen et al., 2010a).816

Appendix III: Analytical solution of equation (18)817

Multiplying by a dummy function u we may write

∂t(u θ)−θ ∂tu =−u κ s2
θ+u

q
ρc

(36)

and assume the arbitrary function u is such that both following parts of the equation are zero:818

(u κ s2−∂tu) θ = 0 (37)

∂t(u θ)−u
q

ρc
= 0 (38)

excluding the trivial solution θ = 0, the first equation yields

u = A exp{κs2t} (39)

replacing u into the second equation and integrating in time we obtain

θ =
1

ρc
e−κs2t

ˆ t

0
q(t ′) eκs2t ′ dt ′ (40)

θ =
1

ρc

ˆ t

0
q(t ′) e−κs2(t−t ′) dt ′ (41)

(an extra integration constant vanishes since temperature is zero at negative times). The so-

lution for T (x, t) is obtained by performing the inverse Cosine transform

T (x, t) =
2
π

ˆ
∞

0
Cos(s z) θ(s, t) ds (42)

and, at z=0,819
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T (0, t) =
2
π

ˆ
∞

0
θ(s, t) ds. (43)

Upon replacement of θ by its expression we get820

=
2

πρc

ˆ
∞

0
Cos(s z)

(ˆ t

0
q(t ′) e−κs2(t−t ′) dt ′

)
ds (44)

=
2

πρc

ˆ t

0
dt ′
ˆ

∞

0
ds Cos(s z) q(t ′) e−κs2(t−t ′) (45)

By integrating the inner part we obtain:

1
ρc
√

πκ

ˆ t

0

q(t ′) e−
z2

4κ(t−tt)

√
t− t ′

dt ′ (46)

where we can check for consistency that we retrieve the classical solution of eq. (2) by set-821

ting z=0.822

Appendix IV: Regularisation for use in dynamic rupture modelling823

In dynamic rupture models the slip velocity history is a result of the computation, it is824

not imposed and not known a-priori. Thus the frictional form (13) with its strong rate-dependence825

may generate very abrupt and fast weakening, resulting in under-sampling of the rupture front826

by the numerical scheme, and the consequent artefacts in the results. A similar situation arises827

in the ill-posed problem of rupture at bi-material interfaces, where a contracting slip pulse rapidly828

becomes under-sampled (Andrews & Ben-Zion, 1997).829

This problem can be circumvented by introducing a regularised shear stress value τreg

which obeys a time-dependent evolution law. Let τ be the target value of shear stress at time

t, which is obtained by implementing a law (such as flash weakening described in section 5).

We can write a regularized form of shear stress τreg by adding a time-evolution law on top of

the instantaneous value of friction such that:

∂τreg

∂t
=

τ− τreg

ta
(47)

which by the usual 1rst order backward Euler scheme result in the discrete form:

τreg =
τ−reg +

δt
ta

τ

1+ δt
ta

(48)

where τ−reg is the value at the previous time step.830
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Thus ta can be fixed to the lowest limit compatible with the numerical grid, producing831

a regularised (smoothed) solution. In principle, with sufficient computing resources the numer-832

ical grid spacing and ta may be reduced until τ and τreg converge.833
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Additional tests of friction versus experimental data
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Fig. S1. Experimental fit of friction in Carrara marble with Arrhenius thermal weaken-
ing and heat sinks (experiment s308, normal stress 20 MPa). Solid red: measured experimen-
tal shear stress. Dotted black: model friction. Solid green: measured slip velocity. Dashed
purple: computed temperature.
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Fig. S2. Experimental fit of friction in gabbro with FWSS (normal stress 20 MPa). Solid
red: measured experimental shear stress. Dotted black: model friction. Solid green: measured
slip velocity. Dashed purple: computed temperature. In this example it can be seen that the
recovery is not well reproduced.

Fig. S3. Misfit computed between model and experimental frictional curve, for a grid of
Tw,B parameters. The minimum misfit or best model in the sense of least squares is indicated
by the red dot. Note the diagonal alignment of relatively low misfit values, indicating a trade-
off between Tw and B. Most reasonable models lie along that diagonal spine for the intervals
800 < Tw < 1000 and 0.45 < B < 0.65. For this model the other relevant parameters were
fixed as τw = 0.5E6 Pa, Ts = 873 oC, Cs = 2E6 W m−2, κ = 0.821E-6 m2 s, ρ = 2700 kg m−3,
c = 833 J K−1. Misfit is defined here as ∑

N
n=1(τcomp(n)− τexp(n))2 where N is the number of

time steps in the experimental and the numerical curve.
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Thermal dependence of κ,ρ

We fit experimental data reported in Merriman (2018)1 to derive an empirical law for
thermal dependence of κ,c such that:

κ(T ) = Ad exp(−T/Bd)+Cd (diffusivity)
k(T ) = Ac exp(T/Bc)+Cc (conductivity)

c(T ) =
k(T )

ρ κ(T )
(capacity)

(1)

where (Ad ,Bd ,Cd)= (0.534,170.0,0.288) and (Ac,Bc,Cc)= (1.057,292.3,0.70) and ρ = 2700 kg m−3

is approximated as constant. Note that here the fit parameters Ad ,Bd ,Cd ,Ac,Bc,Cc assume T
is the difference from room temperature of Tr ≈ 27oC (the experiments were conducted in
Roma, Italy and it gets pretty warm in the summer).

The thermal diffusion is computed by finite differences (Crank-Nicholson method) with
explicit spatial steps, and the parameters at each point of the grid are re-evaluated after each
temperature update.

NUMERICAL CODES FOR TEMPERATURE (PYTHON):

Efficient wavenumber summation example:

# INITIALIZATIONS:
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import time as tm
%matplotlib notebook
#
ttot=20.;
dt=ttot/1000;
nt=int(ttot/dt)
rho = 3000; c = 715; k = 1.1e-6;
M = 32
zmax = (M/2.5) * np.sqrt(k * ttot);
zmin = (1/2) * zmax/M;
smax=2*np.pi/zmin
ds = smax/M;
smin=ds/2
s=np.asarray([(m - 1/2)*ds for m in range(1,M+1)],dtype=float)
theta=np.asarray([0.0 for M in range(0,M)],dtype=float)

# DEFINE THE TEMPERATURE COMPUTATION ROUTINES
# wavenumber summation:
def comp_temp_wav(q, theta):

qn= q/(rho*c); Twav=0.
for mm in range(0,M):

theta[mm]= (dt * qn + theta[mm])/(1.0 + dt * k * s[mm]**2 ) # Back Euler
Twav=Twav+theta[mm]*ds
Twav=Twav*(2.0/np.pi)

return(Twav,theta)
# classic time summation:
def comp_temp_sum(q):

1 J. D. Merriman; A. M. Hofmeister; D. J. Roy; . G. Whittington, Temperature-dependent thermal transport properties of
carbonate minerals and rocks Geosphere (2018) 14 (4): 1961?1987. https://doi.org/10.1130/GES01581.1
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Tsum=0.
for p in range(it):
Tsum=Tsum + dt*q[p]/np.sqrt(dt * (float(it)-1/4) - dt * p)
Tsum=Tsum * (1/(2 * rho * c * np.sqrt(k*np.pi)))
return(Tsum)

# COMPUTE TIME EVOLUTION:
T=[0];Tb=[0];time=[0];theta[:]=0.0;
# imposed heat flow:
q=[5e5+3e6*np.exp(-dt*float(ii)/.1) for ii in range(nt)]
#
# compute with wavenumber summation:
start1=tm.time()
for it in range(1,nt):

time.append(float(it)*dt)
Twav,theta=comp_temp_wav(q[it-1]/2., theta)
T.append(Twav)
end1=tm.time()

## compute with classic time summation (OPTIONAL):
#start2=tm.time()
#for it in range(1,nt):
# Tsum=comp_temp_sum(q)
# Tb.append(Tsum)
#end2=tm.time()
#print(end1-start1,end2-start2, (end1-start1)/(end2-start2))

Plotting both solutions together:

fig,ax=plt.subplots()
ax.plot(time, Tb, ’r-’,label=’time sum’)
ax.plot(time, T,’k:’, label=’wavenum. sum’);
ax.legend()
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100

200

300

400

500

time sum
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Finite difference scheme

This is used for cases where the diffusivity and heat capacity are temperature-dependent,
which are updated in comp_varpar.

The temperature solution uses a Crank-Nicholson finite difference method, which is
illustrated below in the python function cofindi_var_b. At each time iteration cofindi_var_b is
called to update the temperature with a new imposed flow value.
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##################################
# functions and sub-functions definitions:
##################################

import numpy as np

def cofindi_var_b(alambda,ro,stept,stepz,T0,g):
Ad,Bd,Cd=(0.534, 170.0, 0.288)
Ac,Bc,Cc=(1.057, 292.3, 0.70)

def comp_varpar(TT,rho):
kv=1e-6 * ( Ad * np.exp(-TT / Bd) + Cd) #diffusiity
cv=(Ac * np.exp(-TT/Bc)+Cc) / ((1e-6*(Ad * np.exp(-TT / Bd) + Cd))*rho) #heat capacity
return(kv,cv)

def update_coeffs(alfa,ro,cp,alambda,stept,stepz):
# various coefficients to update for use in solution
kappar=alfa*ro*cp
arf=(-kappar*alambda)
brf=2*(ro*cp+kappar*alambda)
crf=(-kappar*alambda)
darf=(kappar*alambda)
dbrf=2*(ro*cp-kappar*alambda)
dcrf=(kappar*stept/stepz**2)
return(kappar,arf,brf,crf,darf,dbrf,dcrf)

####################################
# AT LOWER LIMIT (flow condition)
#********************************************************************
i=1
###
alfa,cp=comp_varpar(w[i],ro)
kappar,arf,brf,crf,darf,dbrf,dcrf=update_coeffs(alfa,ro,cp,alambda,stept,stepz)
#
ai[i]=0
bi[i]=arf+brf
ci[i]=crf
di[i]=(arf-darf)*g*stepz/kappar + (dbrf+darf)*w[i] + dcrf*w[i+1]
# INSIDE THE MEDIUM (diffusion)
for i in range(2,nzeff-2):

###
alfa,cp=comp_varpar(w[i],ro)
kappar,arf,brf,crf,darf,dbrf,dcrf=update_coeffs(alfa,ro,cp,alambda,stept,stepz)
###
ai[i]=arf
bi[i]=brf
ci[i]=crf
di[i]=darf*w[i-1] + dbrf*w[i] + dcrf*w[i+1]

# AT UPPER LIMIT:
i=nzeff-2
###
alfa,cp=comp_varpar(w[i],ro)
kappar,arf,brf,crf,darf,dbrf,dcrf=update_coeffs(alfa,ro,cp,alambda,stept,stepz)
###
ai[i]=arf
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bi[i]=brf-crf
ci[i]=0
di[i]=-2*T0*crf+2*T0*dcrf+(darf)*w[i-1]+(dbrf-dcrf)*w[i]
imin=1;imax=nzeff-2
betai[imin]=bi[imin]
#print(betai[imin]); sys.exit()
gammai[imin]=di[imin]/bi[imin]
for k in range(imin+1,imax+1):

betai[k]=bi[k]-ai[k]*ci[k-1]/betai[k-1]
gammai[k]=(di[k]-ai[k]*gammai[k-1])/betai[k]

tpz[imax]=gammai[imax]
# TRIDIAGONAL Matrix sol (Thomas algorithm):
for k in range(1,imax-imin+1):

kk=imax-k
tpz[kk]=gammai[kk]-ci[kk]*tpz[kk+1]/betai[kk]

# ASSIGN TEMPERATURES
for i in range(1,nzeff-1): #assegnazione

w[i]=tpz[i]
return(w[1])

#############################################
# Initialise arrays and parameters:
############################################
nzmax=50 # number of steps in z --whatever is sufficient to avoid reflections
stepz=2.0e-4;stept=1.0e-2
nzeff=int(1.0*nzmax)-1
alambda=stept/stepz**2
nt=int(rdur/stept)
ai=np.zeros(nzmax); bi=np.zeros(nzmax); ci=np.zeros(nzmax);
di=np.zeros(nzmax); z=np.zeros(nzmax) # various coefficients and parameters
betai=np.zeros(nzmax); gammai=np.zeros(nzmax);
w=np.zeros(nzmax); tpz=np.zeros(nzmax) # w is temperature
rdur=8.0 #7.0 !duration of experiment
T0=0.0
ro= 2.7E3 # !ro: density of rock

# g is heat flow at boundary, kappar is conductivity, ro is mass density,
# cp is heat capacity, alfa is diffusivity, T0 is zero here,
# alambda is stept/stepz**2,
# stepz and stept are space and time sampling
# rule of thumb diffusivity*stept/stepz**2 < 1/2
# The returned value w[1] is the temperature at the boundary.
# Inner temperatures are w [i] with i != 1.
#
# compute temperature at each time step:
###########################################
T=[]
for it in range(nt):

q(it)= #.... replace with heat flow at time "it" ....
T.append( cofindi_var_b(alambda,ro,stept,stepz,T0,-q) )
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NUMERICAL CODE FOR TEMPERATURE (FORTRAN):

c program cotemp2
c computes temperature for an imposed heat flow in 2 different ways
c Stefan Nielsen July 2020
parameter (M=32,nt=1000)
real*16 k,rho,c,tmax,zmax,zmin,smax,smin,ds,dt,qn,Tb,Tbc,T,pi
real*16 theta(M),s(M)
real*16 q(nt)
integer it,mm
c initializations
k=1.1e-6
rho=3000.
c=715.0
pi=3.1416
dt=0.02
tmax=float(nt)*dt
zmax=float(M)*(2./5.)*sqrt(k*tmax)
zmin=zmax/(2.*float(M))
smax=2.*pi/zmin
ds=smax/float(M)
smin=ds/2.
do mm=1,M

s(mm)=(float(mm)-0.5)*ds
theta(mm)=0.0

enddo
c pre-compute values of imposed heat flow:
do it=1,nt

q(it)=3.0e6*exp(-float(it)*dt/.1) + 0.5e6
enddo
c COMPUTING WITH WAVE NUMBER SUMMATION:
open (22,file=’tew.csv’,form=’formatted’)
do it=2,nt !start time loop

qn=q(it-1)/(2*rho*c)
Tb=0.
do mm=1,M ! start memory variables loop

theta(mm)= dt * qn + theta(mm) * (1. - dt * k * s(mm)**2)
Tb=Tb+theta(mm)*ds

enddo ! end memory variables loop
T=(2./pi)*Tb
write (22,*) float(it)*dt, T

enddo ! end time loop
close (22)
cc COMPUTING WITH CLASSIC TIME SUMMATION (OPTIONAL):
c open (23,file=’tes.csv’,form=’formatted’)
c write (23,*) 0.0, 0.0
c cfact=(1./(2. * rho * c * sqrt(k*pi)))
c do it=2,nt ! start time loop
c Tbc=0.
c do j=1,it-1 ! summation over past times
c Tbc=Tbc+cfact*dt*q(j)/sqrt(dt*(float(it)-float(j)-0.25))
c enddo
c write (23,*) float(it)*dt, Tbc
c enddo ! end time loop
c close(23)
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stop
end
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